
We first got touch with Nathan in the beginning of last year. We always knew who he was, and how 

much he's been giving to the electronic music society, specially to the producers that are looking to 

jump to the pro level. People like Waysons, Olly James, and other had the opportunity to work with an 

amazing singer and boost their career from that. We want to give out the opportunity to you guys, and 

that is how we and Nathan came along with this release. 

 

After the long recording sessions, tweaking and polishing every last detail, now here it is! An awesome 

vocal pack with hit-potential acapellas performed by Nathan Brumley who is known for releases on 

Revealed Recordings, NCS, Spinnin, Metanoia and Vicious. 

 

This pack consists of 5 full length acapellas kits with dry and wet versions. We also included all the single 

elements of the vocals into stems: chorus, verses, backing, and harmonies, so you can have all the 

flexibility in your creative process. Nathan wrote some useful vocal mixing tips and we are exclusively 

give it out to you inside the vocal pack as well. 

 

So simply drag and drop audio files to your projects and start editing and creating your next hit with 

Nathan's voice. All vocals are royalty free, so you can use everyting without our permission in your 

tracks and release it on your favorite labels. 

 

So from HQs of The Audio Bar, we wish you enjoy the vocal pack Nathan has prepared for us. That you 

add them on your next track and create something fresh and booming in the charts. 

 

What's in the samplepack? 

 

• 5 x Full Length Acapellas by Nathan Brumley 

• Total 60 WAV Files 

• Exclusive Vocal Mixing Tips 

• Wet & Dry Multi Stems 

• MIDIs & WAVs of Demos 

• Launch Week Bonus (Pyramid Samplepack) 


